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ANAI;ySIS OF METHODS OF PUMPING COOLING AIR 
FOR  TURBOJET-ENGINE KF'EIBURNERS 
By John C. huels and  Eerbert  Yanowitz 
SUMMARY 
Several  methods of pumping air  to a annular cooling  passage s u r -  
rounding a typical  axial-flow  turbojet-engine  afterbunaer  were  evaluated 
and  compared on the  basis  of  thrust  and  Bpecific  fuel  consunrption of the 
propulsive  systems.  Each of the  systems was analyzed mer a range  of 
afterburner-wall  temperatures,  flight  Mach  nmibers,  and  afterburner g a s  
temperatures  at  altitudes  of  sea  level  and 35,000 feet. A typical 
turbojet-engine  and  cooling-air-passage  configuration was used  for  the 
analysis. 
From  the  viewpoint of simplicity, as well as thrust and specific 
fuel  consumption  considerations,  ram  pressure  recovery,  boundary-layer 
pressure  recovery,  and  ejector  systems  appeared  to be very  satisfactory 
systems  at high Mach  nunibers. At low Mach  numbers,  choking of the  cool- 
ing passage limited the  cooling-air  weight flow obtainable with these 
Systems  and,  therefore,  the  larest  attainable w d l  temperatures. Cooling 
with cqressor-exit air  bleed  was  found  to  be  unsatisfactory  because  of 
high  thrust  losses,  but  the  use of ccgnpressor  bleed  air  as  the  primary 
fluid in a high-performance  ejector was satisfactory.  The  use of an 
auxiliary  compressor  driven  from  the  engine  shaft  increased  the  thrust 
and  decreased  the  specific  fuel  consumption of the  engine  for many of 
t h e  conditions  investigated. 
INTRODUCTION 
Afterburning  is  well  established as =.effective  means  of  increasing 
the  thrust  of a turbojet  engine. In order  to  obtain  the maximum thrust 
from an &erburner, it is  necessary  to burn to the  highest  temperatures 
possible  (reference 1). At  these high temperatures,  material  limitations 
(reference 2) necessitate  the  installation f cooling systems to  permit 
safe  and  reliable  operation. 
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Various  methods  have  beeii proposes-for cooling  the  afterburner wall 
(references 3 to 8). One  of  the  proposed  methods  is  cooling  by  means of
convective  heat  transfer  to  air flowing through an annular  passage  sur- m 
rounding  the  afterburner  as  described n reference 8. This cooling 
method  is  the  one  considered in t h i s  report.  Both  experiment  and asaly- 
sis  (references 9 to ll} show that  this  method can provide  satisfactory 
cooling  for  the  afterburner wall. An analytical  method is developed  in 
reference 9 for  calculating  the  maximum w a l l  temperature of an after- 
burner  cooled  by  air  or  gas  flowing thr- a surrounding annular pas- 
sage  and  the  cooling-air  weight  flaw  required  to  maintain  this 
temperature. 
i 
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Selection  of  this  method  .of  afterburner  cooling  leads  to  the ques- 
tion  of  what  thrust and specif-ic  fuel  consumption  penalties  are  incurred 
by  punping  the  cooling  air over the  burner. In order  to  provide  this 
information, an analytical  study was undertaken  to  determine  the  per- 
formance  characteristics  of  several  methods of pumping cooling afr 
through a particular  annular  passage surrounding a typical  turbojet 
afterburner.  The  methods  considered  in  the  analysis  were: (a) ram or 
boundary-layer  pressure,  (b)  engine-  jet  actuated  ejector, (c) aux- 
iliary  compressor  driven  from  ]the  engine  shaft,  (d)  compressor-exit 
air  bleed,  and  (e)  canpressor-exit  bleed-air  actuated  ejector.  Each 
system was anhlyzed  Over a range of afterb.urner exhaust-gas temperatures, -4 
afterburner--  temperatures, and flight  Mach  numbers  at  altitudes of 
sea  level  and 35,000 feet.  Results of the  analysis  indicate  the  thruet 
and specific  fuel  consumption  variations a d the  operating  limits of
each  system when used with the  jet  engine and cooling  passage  selected 
for  the  analysis. 
COOLING PASSAGE AND PUMPING TECBlBIQUES 
The  engine  used  in  this  analysis w s a typical axial-flow engine 
uith a campressor  pressure  ratio f 5.20. The Biting turbine-outlet 
temperature  was 1735' R and  the  assumed  sea-level  sir flow was 
93.1 pounds per  second. 
The  cooling  system  selected  consisted  of an annular passage sur- 
rounding  the  afterburner wall.: Air  was  assumed  to  pass  through  the 
annulus and cool  the wall by means of  forced  convection. The cooling- 
air  passage  had n inside  diameter of 32 inches, & length  of 60 inches, 
and a height of 1/2 inch.  The cooling air was pumped  through  the  paseage 
by  the following methods: (a) ram or boundary-layer  pressure  recovery, 
(b)  engine-Jet  actuated  ejector,  (c)  auxiliary  compressor  driven from 
the  engine  shaft, (a) compressor-exit air bleed, and (e)  compressor-exit 
bleed-air  actuated  ejector. % 
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Ram and boundary-layer  pressure. - Far  the  case  where  the  cooling 
air  is  pumped  by  means  of r a m  or  boundary-layer  pressure  recovery, 
the  cooling  air  is  ducted  directly  from a ram-air  inlet  or  boundary- 
layer  scoop  to  the cooUng-air passage  (fig. l(a)}. A f t e r  passing 
through  the cooUng passage,  the  air  is  discharged  at  ambient  static 
pressure  through a variable-area  nozzle.  The  cooling-air mass flow  is 
controlled  by  this  nozzle  up  to  the  point  where  the  coollng  passage 
chokes.  Once  the  passage has choked  the only way  to  increase  the mass 
flow  of  cooling  air is to  increase  the  cooling-air  stagnation  pressure. 
Consequently,  choking  of  the  cooling  passage  limits  ‘the mi- tempera- 
tures  attainable  by  the  use of ram or  boundary-layer  presrmre  recovery. 
Engine-jet  actuated  ejector. - The  engine-jet  actuated  ejector 
(fig.  l(b))  is a sFmple  mechanical  device  which  uses  the maFn jet  to 
plmrr, the  cooling air. The  cooling  air  from a ram  or boundary-hyer 
inlet  is  ducted  to  the  cooling  passage  and  sucked over th   afterburner 
w a l l  by the  entraining  action  of  the  engine  jet. As is  the case with 
ram  and  boundary-layer  pressure  recovery,  the  lowest w a l l  temperature 
obtainable  at any &ch nuniber  is  lFmited by choking  of  the  cooling  pas- 
sage.  The  engine-jet  actuated  ejector  considered Fn this  report w&s an 
infinitely  variable  ejector.  The  spacing  and  diameter  were  varied  to 
give  the  optimum  performance  at  each  point. 
Auxiliary  compressor  driven  fram  the  engine  shaft. - For  the  case 
of  the  auxiliary  canpressor (fig. l(c)), a compressor with an assumed 
constant  efficiency  of 85 percent  delivers  air  to he cooling-air  pas- 
sage  at  whatever  weight flow is  required. The air  is  supplied by either 
r a m  or  boundary-layer  inlet-8,  is  pumped  through  the  cooling  passage, and 
is  then  discharged  to  ambient  pressure. The energy to run the compressor 
is  supplied by gearing  the  compressor to the engine Ishaft. It haa been 
estimated  that a compressor  that  weighs less than 5 percent  of  the  weight 
of the  engine  could  maintain  an  afterburner-wall  temperature  of l65@ R 
with  the 3900’ R burner  over  the  range of flight  Mach  numbers  investigated 
at  sea  level. 
Compressor  air  bleed. - For canpressor  air-bleed  cooling  (fig.  l(d) 1, 
air  is  bled  directly frm the  ccgnpressor  exit,  ducted  to  the  cooling 
passage,-and  discharged  at  the  end of the  cooling  passage t o  anibient 
pressure. This air  is  under  high  pressure and is  therefore  capable  of 
forcing  itself through the  cooling-air  passage.  The most effective way 
to employ compressor  air  bleed for cooling  is t o  bleed off frm that 
stage  of  the  ccmrpressor  where  the  air  pressure  is  just  sufficient  to 
force  the  required  cooling  air  through the passage.  This  method  would 
require a complicated  system  of  controls  and w s not  considered in this 
analysis. 
Compressor  bleed-air  actuated  ejector. - A constant-area mixfng 
ejector  of  the  tyge  discussed  in  references 12 and 13 with a diffuser 
added  at  the  end  of  the mixing tube  (fig.  l(e>)  is  used  to pump air to 
the  cooling-air  passage.  The  primary  fluid  is  supplied by bleeding  air 
frcm the canpressor  exit and the ejector-secondary f l u i d  is either  ram 
or boundary-layer air. 
I
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ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE 
The  analysis  outlined  in  the  following  paragraphs  describes  the 
methods used to determine  the flow characteristics of the  cooling-air 
passage,  the  characteristics of the var ious pumping techniques,  and  the 
effects  that  extracting  parer has on the primary engine  performance. 
The  fuel  consumption a d the  canibined  thrust of the  engine d-.cooling- 
air system  are  then  ccmquted.  'Analytical and empirical  methods of 
determining most of  the  information  desired  have  been  previously pub- 
lished and no new experimental.data  were reqdred. 
Determination  of w a l l  temperature. - A method  for  determining  the 
maximum average wall temperature  for  an  afterburner  cooled  by  air  pae- 
s i n g  through a surrounding annular passage has been  developed in refer- 
ence 9 .  This was accomplished .by making  several  simplifying assumptions 
regarding  the  nature  of  the f l 5 -w  in  the  combustion  chamber  and  cooling- 
air  passage. By the  method  0f:reference 9, the  exit  temperature of the 
cooling  air,  which is-needed to determhe the wal temperature,  is 
obtained f ram 
Tg,4 - Tc,4 
Tg,4 - Tg,3 
r -L 
Tg,3 - Tc,3 2u 1 -  1 - .  
Tg,4 - Tg,3, (bGcc .I- 9 c) e bGc%Ic 
LU 
bGccp, c 
All symbols  are  defined in appendix A. In equatiop (1) the  dependence 
of the  parameter  ZU/bGccp,c on the  significant  variables was determined 
by dimensional analysis and ie the  reciprocal of the following 
expression: 
where  Gc, Gg, b, 2 ,  Tg,4, and : Tc,3 are  specified  quantities.  After 
the  cooling-air  exit  temperature  is  <etennined,  the maximum wall tem- 
perature  can  be  obtained  from a heat  balance  between  the  hot  tail-pipe 
gases and the cooling air at the  exit of the  cooling-air  passage. 
Typical  results of the  application of the  preceding  methods  to  the 
afterburner  used in this  analysis  are  shown in figure 2. These  results 
are  worked  out  for  static  sea-level  operation  of  the  engine. Show  also 
in  figure 2 are  results frm a 'correlation of experimental data (refer- 
ence 10) taken on a burner 6% inches in length  and 26 inches  in S I .  
. 
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diameter  with a 1/2-inch  cooling  passage.  These  results show that  the 
absolute  values  of  the  cooling-air  requirements  determined by the  method 
of reference 9 are  reasonably  close  to  the  values  obtained  experimen- . 
ta l ly .  The  theoretical  method  of  computing  cooling-air  requfrements  was 
used  throughout  the  study  because  it  permifted  investigation  of a 
greater  range of variables. 
When  the  analy-tical  method  of  reference 9 is  used a range  of 
values  for TcY3 and X are  chosen,  figure 3 can be constructed.  Fig- 
ure 3(a) shows  the  variation f afterburner-wall tarperatme  with 
cooling-air  inlet  temperature  for  several d u e s  of cooling-air  weight- 
flaw ratio X for  the  particular  afterburner of this  study.  Figure  3(b) 
shows similar  results  for  the  cooling-air  outlet  taperature.  It  should 
be  noted  that  these  results  are  dependent on flight  conditione and the 
afterburner-gas  exit  temperature.  Graphs sfmilax to  figure 3 were used 
fn the  calculations  for all the  cooling-air pumping methods  studied. 
Determination of pressure  drop in afterburner  shroud. - Several 
methods  exist  for  determining the pressure drop of  fluids flowing through 
pipes and annuli with friction and heat  addition  (references 14 to 16). 
In this  study  the  metho3  of  reference 16 is used  because of its  special 
reference  to ELIv1u1ar afterburner  coolers.  The  method  is  based on the 
assumption that the  longitudinal  temperature  distribution in the  cooling- 
air  passage m y  be approximated by exponential  arcs.  By  the  use  of this
method,  the  pressure drops can be computed  quickly with a fair degree of 
accuracy. 
The  cooling-passage  characteristics sham in figures 4 and 5 were 
camputed f r m  the method presented in reference 16 and  from  the wall 
temperatures shown in figure 3. In figure 4, the pumping characteristics 
of  the  passage  for a typical  set of conditions  are  given.  The  cooling- 
air  outlet  pressure  is  presented as a function  of  the  cooling-air inlet 
temperature  for  different  cooling-air  weight-flow  ratios at sea-level 
static  conditions in ffgure 5. These  figures axe valid only for those 
operating  conditione  for  which  the cmlhg air is  discharged  directly  to 
ambient  (Etltitude)  pressure;  that is, they are  used in 8J.l matching  prob- 
lema except  those of the  engine-jet  actuated  ejector. 
Characteristics of cooling-air  pumps. - In order to analyze the 
various  cooling-aAr  pumps, it is  necessary to first  determine  the 
required  cooling-air  weight flow with  each  system  for a given wall tem- 
perature  over a range of flight  conditions  and  exhaust-gas  temperatures. 
With  these  values known, the  conditions of the  cooling  air at the  end of 
the cooling  passage  are  determined.  Knarledge  of  the  weight  flaw  and 
the  exit  conditions  of  the  cooling  air  permits  determination  of  the 
thrust or  drag  of  the  cooling  air  and  the  effect  that  pumping  the  cool- 
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air has an the  engine  performance. The evaluation  of  the  different 
cooling  schemes is based on two  parameters: (a} the  ratio of the  cor- 
rected  net  thrust of the  engine and afterburner  xith  the  cooling  Scheme 
to  that  without  the cboUng scheme,  designated  hereinafter  as  thrust 
ratio,  and  (b)  the  ratio  of  the  Qver-all specific f’uel consumption of 
the  engine  and  afterburner  with  the cooling scheme to that  wLthout  the 
cooling  scheme,  designated  hereinafter as Bpecific  fuel  consumption 
ratio.  The  method  of  computing  thrust  ratio  .and-specific fbl consumption 
for  each  of  the  pumping  schemes i s  given in the  succeeding  paragraphs. 
The  range.of  variables  investigated is shown in the  following  table: 
Sea  level 0 
35,000 
2.0 
Ram a d  bourdary-layer  pres.sure  recovery. - The  first  step  in  the 
analysis  of  ram nd boundary-layer  pressure  recovery a6 a cooling-air 
pump is  to  determine  the  conditions of the cooJ-3ng air at  the  beginning 
’of the  coaling  passage.  The  total  temperature is determined  from  the 
w e l l  known relation 
and  the  total  pressure  is  found  ifram  figure 6. Th  boundary-layer curve 
in  figure 6 represents  data  obtained in the PIACA Lewis 8- by 6-foot 
supersonic  wind  tunnel for a representative  side  inlet  boundary-layer 
scoup and the  ram-pressure-recoyery  curve  represents  the  pressure recw-
ery  that  should  be  attainable fr m an efficient  practical  diffuser. 
Equation (3) and figure 6 are  used  throughout  this  report  to  determine 
temperature and pressure  recovery,  respectively, a8 f’uncticins  of  flight 
Mach  number. 
From graphs similar  to  figure 3(a), the  cooling-air  weight-fluw 
ratio  is  obtained fram given  values of flight  Mach  number,  afterburner- 
w a l l  temperature,  exhaust-gas  temperature,  cooling-air  inlet  temperature, 
and altitude. With Tg,3, Tg,4, pa, and X known, TcJ4 is read 
from  figure  3(b),a~d  Tc,4/ta -T.s computed.  The  method of reference 16 
is  then  used to cdcaate P,,~/P~. With  these d u e s  known, the thrust 
ratio may then  be  determined  from the following  equation: 
- 
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= 1 +  
where,  for a choked  passage 
and  for a.n unchoked  passage 
7 
Since  the  use  of  boundmy-layer  or  ram air alone  does  not  affect  the 
engine  operation,  the  fuel-air  ratio w i l l  not  change and the  specific 
fuel  consumption  ratio will be the  reciprocal of the  thrust  ratio. . 
Engine-jet  actuated  ejector. - Because of the  difficulties involved, 
no adequate  analysis of the  engine-jet  actuated  ejector  has  been  made, 
and  it was necessary  to use unGblished data on a cylindrical  ejector in 
addition to the data of references 17 to 20 in order  to  select  the pro- 
per  ejector  for  each  flight  condition. Typical experimental  pumping  and 
thrust  characteristics  of  the  engine-jet  actuated  ejector  are  shown in
figures 7 and 8,  respectively.  The  operating  points of the  cooling-air 
passage and the  jet  ejector  for  various w a l l temperatures and flight 
conditions are fixed by determining a configuration  which  gives  the 
required punping for  the  specified wdl temperature wMle at the  same 
time  producing  the maxFmum thrust  obtainable  for  that  cooling-air  flow. 
Experimental  ejector  thrust and pumping charts such  as s h m  in fig- 
ures 7 and 8 are used in this matching process. 
The  first  step in the  matching  process is to  determine  the  state  of 
the  air  entering  the cooling passage by the  use of equation (3) and f ig-  
ure 6. Frm figure 3(a), the  cooling-air  weight-flow  ratio s obtained 
from  the  given  values of Mg, t, Tg,3, Tc,3, and Pa. With these 
values known, Tc,4 is read fr= figure 3(b), and LS ccquted 
by the  methods of reference 16. From  engine-cycle  analysis, Pg, is 
- 
. 
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computed and a ejector  configuration  is  selected 50 give the maximum 
thrust  ratio  for  particular  values of Pc,4/pa,  Pg,~/ga, and 
hd-4. Because  the  primary  nozzle was operated  choked  at dl. 
points,  the  ejector  did  not  affact  the  operation of the  engine and the 
specific  fuel  consumption  ratio is the  reciprocal of the  thrust  ratio. 
The  data  presented in references 17 to 20 are for  gases  st roam . .  
temperature,  and  performance data obtained  with  hot  ses may be  differ- 
ent. The square r o o t  of the  temperature  ratio Tc,4rg,4 will tend  to 
correctthe  ejector  weight-flow  ratio  to  that of room  tenperatwe  (ref- 
erence 221, and  therefore  this  correction was used.  Since no report 
shows  that  the  thrust of an ejector  is  considerably  affected by tempera- 
ture, no correction was applied to the  thrust  data  presented in 
references 17 to 20. 
Auxiliary  compressor  driven  from  engine  shaft. - As in the two  pre- 
vious cases,  the  state of the  cooling air at  the  inlet  to  the  compressor 
is  determined  by  means  of  equation (3) and figure 6. Also required i n  
the  matching  problem is the  relation  between  the  pressure  ratio  and  the 
temperature  ratio of the  auxiliary  compressor.  The  campressor  perform- 
ance  used  herein,  which s shown  in  figure 9, was computed from the fol- 
lowing expression: - .  
It was assumed that  the  compressor  could  deliver any quantity of air  at 
the  desired  pressure  ratio  with a constant  efficiency of 85 percent. 
The  operating  points of the  cooling-air  passage and the  auxiliary 
compressor  can  be  determined  from  the  location  of  the  intersections of 
the  passage  characteristics  (fig..4)  and  the  campressor  characteristics 
(fig. 9). Before this determination  is  made,  the  pressure-ratio scale 
of the  auxiliary  compressor  characteristics curve must  be  multiplied by
the  ram  or  boundary-layer  pressure-recovery  ratio and he  temperature- 
ratio  scale  must  be  multiplied  by. 1 + % MO2. In figure 4, the  aux- 
iliary fan characteristics  are  superimposed  over  the  passage  character- 
istics  for  sea-level  static  operation nd an exhaust-gas  temperature of' 
3500' R. If a value  of X is  chosen,  values of Tc,3/ta and Pc,3/pa 
can be  determined  from  the  intersection  of  the  two c m s .  With  the 
The  selection of a raage of values  for X permits a range  of d u e s  for 
Tw to  be  investigated.  at  each  flight  condition. 
value of I,&, known, Tc,3r Tc,4, G, and pc,4 may be  determined. 
. " - 
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In order t o  determine the thrust  and specif ic   fuel  consumption 
ratios, the  effect  of extracting energy from the engine shaft must be 
known in  addi t ion t o  the thrust  provided by the cooling air. Figure 10 
was constructed using the methods  of reference 21. This figure s h m  the 
variation of the thrust  r a t i o  with the power extraction factor. These 
curves do not include the effects of coo l i3 -a i r  thrust and are  good 
only f o r  an exhaust-gas temperature of  3900 R. Similar curves were 
prepared f o r  an exhaust-gas temperature of 3500° R. (The value of thrust. 
ratio without cooling-air thrust i s  read from these charts u s i n g  the 
value of the parer extraction factor at the match point.) The thrust  
r a t io  of the cooling sir i s  added t a  this and the  over-all   thrust   ratio 
i s  obtained from 
V?) E P + 
The specific f u e l  consungtion r a t i o  with cooling is  obtained by 
dividing the sum of the engine fuel, as determined from the method of ref-  
erence 21, and the afterburner fuel flow by the thrust of the afterburner 
and cooling-air jet. The afterburner fuel flow is  determined by the 
application of an enthalpy balance t o  the afterburner. The combustion 
efficiency of  the primary combustor was assumed t o  be 0.98 and tha t  of the 
aftefiurner,  0.95. The specif ic  fuel  consumption of the propulsive sys- 
tem with cooling i s  divided by the  specif ic   fuel  consunrptim without 
cooling t o  obtain the specific fuel consumption ra t io .  
Campressor-air bleed coaling. - For a givenbleed  ra t io  and flight 
condition, the engine compressor temperature and pressure r a t i o s  may be 
camputed from results reported in reference 22. "g i ca l  r e su l t s  used i n  
this analysis are sham i n  figure ll. The resu l t s  of this particular 
figure are f o r  static sea-level operation of the engine. Figure 1 2  was 
constructed fram the results of reference 22 and shaws the  effect  of the 
bleed rat io  p on the thrust r a t i o  without cooling-air thrust added f o r  
ELn -ust-gas temperature of 3900° R a t  sea level. 
I n  order t o  determine the s t a t e  of the cooling air at the entrance 
to  the cooling-air passage, a bleed  ra t io  and flight  condition must f irst  
be specified so that the pressure and the temperature can be read fram 
compressor-performance figures simflar t o  figure U. With these values 
fue l  consumption ra t ios  determined. 
Imm, q J  'C,4J and TcJ4 can be found and the thrust  and the specific 
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The thrust ra t io  i s  determined by first using the chosen value of 
p and figure 1 2  t o  determine .the thrust r a t io  without thrust recovery 
f'rm the cooling air. To this is  added the thrust r a t io  of the cooling 
air. The thrust r a t i o  i s  given by 
.. 
The specif ic  fuel  consumption r a t i o  is  the quotient of the over-all . 
specific fuel consumption with cooling and the over-all specific fuel 
consumption w i t h o u t  cooling. The engine fuel flow wfth compressor bleed 
i s  calculated by the m e t h o d  used i n  reference 22. 
. 
- 
canpressor bleed-air actuated ejector. - The pumping characteris- 
t i c s  of th i s  e jec tor  a re  shown i n  figure 13. (See appendfx B for  the 
derivation of the equations from which f i g .  13 i s  computed.) It should 
be noted that along each curve in t h i s  figure the weight-flow ra t io  and 
the ejector geometry are varying continuously. The first step In the 
matching problem is t o  determine the stagnation state of the  ejector 
primary f lu id  for a given bleed ratio from figure ll. The s t a t e  of the 
secondary air is  determined from figure 6 and equation (3). An operating 
point- of the passage and the   c :q re s so r  bleed-air actuated  ejector i s  c 
obtahed when %, pa, X, and 8 are  specified. The parameters (T and 
7 are determined when %, pa, and p are given. The eJector tempera- 
tu re   ra t io  i s  obtained-from 
" 
" . 
With Tc,3/T5, a, and 7 known, the ejector pressure ratio i s  read fran 
figure 13. The wall temperature and the cooling-air exit temgerature 
are determined from figure 3, and Pc,4 is then ccquted by the methods 
of reference 16. 
With these parameters known, the thrust r a t t o  can be determined. 
The thrust ratio without thrust recovery from the cooling air is deter- 
mined by using the chosen value of and ffgure 12.  To this i s  added 
the thrust  ratio of cool ing air. The thrust  ra t io  i s  given by 





The  specific fuel consumption  ratio  is.determined in the same 
manner  used  for the case in which  compressor  bleed-air  cooled  the 
afterburner. 
The  performance of the  engine  with  the  various  cooling-air  pT'mning 
methods is  presented in terms of thrust and specific m e 1  consunrption 
ratios  as  functions  of  the  afterburner-wall  temperature.  The  engine  was 
assumed  to  be  operating  at  rated  speed  and limiting turbine-outlet  tem- 
perature  at all times. 
 am and  boundary-layer  air  cooling. - The  performance  of  the  engine 
with  ram  and  boundary-layer  air  cooling  is  shown  in  figures 14 to 17. 
At  the  higher  afterburner-wall  temperatures,  the  performance f the 
engine  is  virtually  unaffected  by  cooling w i t h  ram or  boundary-layer 
air. Hmever, the w a l l  temperatures  obtainable  wlth  these  techniques 
are  severely  limited  by  choking  of  the  cooling-air  passage. The lawest 
w a l l  temperature  obtainable  with  the  high-temperature  burner (3900O R) 
was 1925O R and  occurred  at a flight Mach number of 2.0 using r am air  as 
coolant  (fig.  14(a)); but  when  boundary-layer  air was used,  the  lowest 
wall temperature  obtainable was 2010° R and  occurred  at a -flight  Mach 
number  of 0.90 (fig. 16 (a) } . A minimum w a l l  temperature  of 1695' R was 
obtained  with  the 350d0 R burner  using  ram  air.  as  coolant  (fig. 14 (b 1 ) , 
while a minimum temperature of 1760' R was obtained w i t h  boundary-layer 
air. Gas temperature and flight &ch number  had  practically no effect 
on the  thrust  and  specific  fuel  consumgtion  ratios  of  the  engine in
these  cases,  but  flight Mach number  was  found  to  have a direct  bearing 
on the  lowest w a l l  temperatures  obtainable  (fig6. 14 to 17). 
Engine-jet  actuated  ejector. - The  performance  of  the  engine  and 
afterburner  using  the  jet  ejector  with  ram  air  as a cooling-air purr@ is 
shown  in  figures 18 and 19. It should be noted  that  each  curve In fig- 
ures 18 and 19 begins  with  that wall temperature  for  which  the  passage 
is  choked. As a result  of this choking of the  cooling-air  passage,  the 
engine-jet  actuated  ejector can not  maintain  afterburner-wall  temperatures 
below  1925O R with  the  390O0 R burner,  or  below  1695O R with the 350O0 R 
burner, at any Of the  flight  conditions  investigated.  Whenever  the  jet 
ejector  is  usable  as  cooling-air pump, thrust  ratios  above 1 and specific 
fuel  consumption  ratfos  below 1 are obtained  at  the high f.light  Mach  numbers. 
This  is  primarily  due  to  the  similarity of ejector  behavior  with  that of a 
convergent-divergent  nozzle  (reference 23) ,  and  thus  the  thrust  ratio 
parameter  essentially  compares  the  thrust  of a c nvergent-divergent nozzle 
w€th the  thrust of a convergent nozzle. Because  of  the  very  slight  dif- 
ference  (less  than 2 percent)  in  performance of the  jet  ejector using 
boundasy-layer  air 88 compared  with ram air, only the  curves f o r  the  ejector 
using ram  air are shown. 
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Auxiliary  ccrmpressor  driven  from  engine  shaft. - The  performance of 
the  engine  geared  to an auxiliary  compressor  which  pumps  ram  air  to  the 
cooling  passage is presented  in  figures 20 to 23. It  is  interesting to 
note  that,  as a result of. an increase in the  thrust of the  coollng air, 
a decrease  in w a l l  temperature  generally  corresponds  to an increase l a  
the  thrust  ratio  and  ecrease  in  the  specific  fuel consumption ratio. 
Consequently,  over a large r d e  of  flight  conditions  the  auxiliary cm-
pressor  acts  as  thrust  augmentor  as  well  as a cooling-air  punq!. 
Cmparison of figures 20 and 21 shows that fllght Mach  nuuiber and 
exhaust-gas  temperature  have  only  second-order  effects on the  thrust and 
specific  fuel  consumptian-ratiqs.  The  effects of different  efflciencies 
on the  performance of the  propulsive  system  for  sea-level  static qera- 
tion  are shown in figures  22  and 23. The  effect ohsing boundary-layer 
air  instead o f r a m  air was so alight  that only the  ram-air  curves  are 
shown. 
Compressor  .dr-bleed  cooling. - In figures 24 and 25 the  perform- 
ance  of  the  engine with ccanpredsor  b1eed.f.s  shown. Fran  these  figurea 
it can be  seen  that ny wall temperature dqwn to. 1700° R or  lower may 
be  obtained,  if  desired,  but at the  expense of a considerable  increase 
in the  specific  fuel  consumptian  and a decrease in the t h r u s t  ratio 
reaching 1.16 a d  0.59, respectiively,  for . A i  exhaust-gas  temperature 
of 3900° R, an afterburner-wall  temperature of 16W0 R, and sea-level 
static  operation  (figs.  24(a) and 25(a)). Thrust-ratio  loeses  increased 
as  much as 10 percent in going ;from an exhawt-gas temperature of 3500' 
to 3900' R (fig. 24). 
The  effect of flight  Mach  number on the  thrust and specific  fuel 
consumption  ratios  is  greatest  .at  the  lower wa l t mperatures and with... 
the  high-temperature  afterburn&  (figs.  24  and 25). With an exhaust-gas 
teqerature of 3900° R at an altitude of 35,000 feet and a w a l l  tempera- 
ture  of 1700° R, the  change  in  thrust  ratio nd specific  fuel  consumption 
ratio mer the  range of &ch mbers investigated  is  about 72 percent. 
Compressor  bleed-air  actuated  ejector. - The performance  of  the 
engine  with an air  ejector  actuated  by  compressor bleed-air for a 
L 
cooling-air  pump is shown  in  figures 26 to 28. The  air  ejector  is 
assumed  to  have a weight-flaw  ratio  of 3.00. Flight  Mach  number  has 
only a minor  effect on thrust and specific  fuel  consumption ratios, par- 
ticularly at the  higher wall teiuperatures  (fig. 26). It is  clear that 
any wall temperature  in  the  range  investigated  can  be  obtained with o ly 
moderate  losses in thrust and specific  fuel  consumption  (fig. 27). There 
seems  to  be no significant  change  in  the  performance of the  engine In 
going fram  an  average  exhaust-gas  temperature of 3500° to 39W0 R when 
the  compressor  bleed-air  ejector  is  used  as a cooling-air pump. Further- 
more,  the  difference  between  the  thrust and pecific  fuel consumption 
ratios when boundary-layer air i s  used as the ejector secondary fluid r 
instead of ram air is so slight:  that only the  curves for ram  air  are 
sham. 
. 




The  most  efficient way to  use  the  air  ejector as a cooling-air p m g  
is  to vary the  weight-flow  ratio.  The  weight-flaw  ratio  is  then  npti- 
mized  for  each  flight  condition.  Because  of  the many variables  involved 
in the  analysis  of  this  particular p w i n g  cambination,  it  was not con- 
sidered  practical  to  present  curves  showing  the  effect  of  various 
weight-flow  ratios  for  every  flight  condition.  The  effect  at  sea-level 
static  conditions  of  different  weight-flow  ratios on thrust  ratio  is 
sham in  figure  28.  It  appears from examination of figure  28,  that an 
increase in weight-flow  ratio  causes  large  increases in thrust  ratio. 
Such  increases in thrust  ratio  are  possible  up to the  point  where  ejec- 
tor  geometry and flight  conditions  cause  choking  the  secondary  pas- 
sage.  Once  the  secondary  passage  is  choked, no further  increase in 
weight-flow  ratio or in  thrust  ratio  is  possible.  The  weight-flow 
ratio of 3.00 was chosen  for  this  report  because  it  gave nearly optimum 
performance and did not  cause choking for all of the  fLight  conditions 
investigated. 
Comparison of Various  Cooling-Air Pumping Methods 
The  performance of the  propulsive  system  with  the  various  cooling- 
air puqing techniques  can be canpared  by  cross  plotting  the  results 
shown in figures 14 ta 28.  Such a comparison  is  made in figure  29  for 
an afterburner  operating with an exhaust-gas  tempe-ture  of 350O0 R and 
a wall temperature  of 1860' R. All the  coolin@; schemes except that of 
boundary-layer  pressure  recovery  are  shown u s i g  ram  air. From fig- 
ures  29(a) and 29(b) it can be  seen  that  the  auxiliary  copnpressor  has a
higher  thrust  ratio  and  lower  specific  fuel  consumption  ratio than all 
the  other pugs at  sea-level  static  operation.  The  thrust  ratio of the 
auxiliary  comgressor  at  this  condition  is 1.015 and  the  specific  fuel 
consurnptdon  ratio  is 0.990. This  thrust  ratio  of 1.015 represents an 
actual  gain in augmented  thrust as a consequence  of cooling the  after- 
burner.  The  auxiliary  compressor,  however,  is  inferior  to  ram  or 
boundary-layer air at  the high Mach  numbers  where  either can be  employed. 
At  sea  level,  sufficient  coaling  is  not  supplied  by  ram-air  cooling 
below a flight  Mach  nmiber  of 0.655 or by boundary-layer  air  below a 
kch number  of  0.752. 
The performance  of  the  engine-jet  actuated  ejector is p or  at  take- 
off but  improves  with  increasing  flight &c  number, and at a Mach num- 
ber  of 0.79 surpasses all the  other  cooling  schemes.  Because  increasing 
the  cooling-air  pressure  ratio  causes  the  jet  ejector  to  act  more like 
an isentropic  nozzle,  it  appears  that a combination  of  the  engine-jet 
actuated  ejector  and  the  compressor-bleed-air  actuated  ejector  or  the 
auxiliary  compressor  could  be used to  obtain a higher  thrust  ratio  at 
all flight conditions. 
A comparison  of  the  cooling  schemes  is hown in  figures 29(c) 
and  29(d) for an altitude  of 35,000 feet.  The  most  Fmportant  features 
of these  curves  are  that  boundary-layer  air w i l l  not  cool  the  afterbur- 
ner wall to 1860' R in  the  Mach  number  range  investigated  and hat the 
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engine - j e t  actuated 
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ejector has a higher thrust   ra t io  and a lower spe- 
c i f i c   fue l  consumption r a t io  than all the other cooling-air pumps above 
a flight Mach  nuuiber of 1.U. Below this Mach nuniber, the cooling-air 
passage is choked and the  ejector cannot punq? enough air to   cool  the 
afterburner shell t o  1860° R. Ram-air pressure recovery is also insuf- 
f icient t o  pump enough cooling air below a Mach number of 1. ll. In 
order t o  encompass the complete range of flight conditions, the engine- 
jet actuated ejector could be used in  series with the compressor bleed- 
air actuated ejector or the auxiliary compressor; these cosibinatiom 







An analysis has been made of the performance of several methods of 
pumping cooling sir t o  turbojet-engine afterburners utilizing cooling- 
air flow requirements f rom previcjus experimentai and analyt icd  invest i -  
gat ions. The performance of the cooling-air schaes was evaluated for  
various aperating temperatures a d  flight conditions on the baa i e  of 
(a) the a b i l i t y   t o  pump cooling air and {b) the effects of pumping the 
cooling air  on the thrust  and specific  fuel cons.Lmq)tion of the engine. 
This analysis showed that ram and boundary-layer pressure axe high 
enough t o  supply sufficient cooling air only at high flight Mach num- 
bers. Choking limitations in the cooling-sir passage limited the appli- 
cabi l i ty  of the engine-jet actuated ejector at low flight speeds t o  
exhaust-gas temperatures below 3500' R. A t  high flight Mach numbers, 
however, the performance of the engine-jet actuated ejector improved 
because of the increased density and pressure  ratio of the cooling air. 
Cooling with compressor-exit air bleed is unsatisfactory because of high 
thrust losses and specific fuel conswqtion increases, but the use of 
corupressor-exit bleed air as the primary fluid i n  a high-performance 
eJector gives satisfactory performance over the ent i re  range of flight 
conditions. Very good performance over the range of flight conditions 
can also be obtained with an auxI1iaz-y compressor geared t o  the engine. 
These results suggest that further improvements may be obtained by uing 
the auxiliary comgressor or the high-gerformance ejector i n  series w i t h  
the engine-jet actuated ejector. 
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The  following synibols are  used Ln t h i s  report. 
r 
" 
area, sq ft 
cooling-passage  height, ft 
specific  heat  at  constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(%) 
specific  heat  at  constant  volume, Btu/(lb)(%) 
diameter, ft 
factors  used  in  ejector analysis (defined in appendix B) 
Jet thrust of cooling air, lb 
net  thrust,  Ib 
t o t a l  net  thrust  with  ccmling 
ma68 velocity,  lb/(sec)(sq  ft) 
acceleration  due  to  gravlty,  ft/sec2 
enthalpy,  Btu/lb 
mechantcal  equivalent of heat,  ft-lb/Btu 
mixing-tube  length, ft 
cooling-passage  length, ft 
Mach d e r  
fU&t Mach number 
total  pressure, ~b/sq ft 
static  pressure,  lb/sq ft 
gas constant, ft-lb/(lb)(%) 
net thrust  specific fuel consumption 



















total  temperature, 9i 
static  temperature, OR 
NACA RM E52K26 
heat-transfer  coefficient,  Btu/(sq ft) (sec) (%) 
velocity, ft/sec 
weight  flow,  lb/sec 
ejector  mixing-tube area 
ejector primary nozzle-throat  area 
e.'iector m i m a n  nozzle-exit  area 
" 
. -. 
ejector primary nozzle-throat  area 
compressor  bleed  ratio 
a/+ 
empirical  factor .. 
canpressor  efficiency 
ejector  diffuser  efficiency 
total  temperature :
M C A  standard temgerature 
cooling-air  weight  flow 
engine-air  weight flow 
ejector primary total-pressure 
ejector  secondary  total  pressure 
ejector primary %otal.tenrperature 
ejector  aecdndary  total  temperature 
ejector  weight-flaw r a t i o  
Subscripts: 
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C cooling air 
E engine plus afterburner 
c 
g gas 




P canpressor bleed 
0 free stream 
1 compressor  inlet 
2 compressor exit 
3 tail-pipe and cooling-passage entrance 
4 tail-pipe and cooling-passage  exit 
5 cooling-passage  scoop 
- 
Superscripts: 
r ejector primary stream 
17 
I f  ejector secondary stream 
18 
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ANALYSIS OF COJNFKESSOR BLEED-AIR EJEC?J!(IR PUMP 
The  ejector  shown i the  schematic diagram in figure 30 may be 
analyzed readily if it  is  asswhed  that: 
(4) The mixing-tube le@h is  such  that  the primary and  secondary 
streems  are  completely  mixed  at  station 2. 
(5) The  diffuser has a constant  eff  lciency. 
(6)  Friction effects- are  negligible. 
With these ~b~s~mpti~ns, a balance of ma88 flow, momentum, and energy 
may be  written  between  stations 1 and 2. %bey  are,  in  order, 
w = x' + w" 
where and I *  refer to  the primary and secondaq+  streams, 
respectively. By definition 
where it is assumed  that  the  thermodynamic  constants of the fluid are  
constant and that  the primary nozzle is alwaye f u l l y  expanded. From 
equation (B2) the following equation is obtained: 
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F2 Let Fg -* 
F12' 
then,  the  use of equations (E) and (B6) yields  the Mach 
number  at  station 2: 
Note also that - 
p2 Fl 
f3 T + U  
" "
TO* '  1 +(D 
An analysis of the  diffuser  of  efficiency qD shows  that  the  stagnation 
pressure  at  station 3 can be computed f r m  
Thu , for  given  (or  assumed)  values of pol/pol I ,  7, and M1' I, the 
ejector  temperature ratio may be determined. from equation (B8b) and  the 
pressure  ratio from equation (B9). Figure 16 was constructed frm the 
results of this  analysis  with qD = 0.80, MI* = 0.60, and A d A 2  = 
(diffuser-area  ratio). 
It  should be noted  that  equation (€34) gives the  theoretical  weight- 
., flow ratio of the  ejector.  The  actual  weight-flow  ratio  is  equal  to (D 
where E is less  than 1. and is  determined  from  experiment,. A value  of 
E = 0.90 was used in calculating  the  data for figure 13. The introduction 
8 
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of thts empirical  factor  cause$  the  computed  ejector  pressure  ratio  t9.be 
lower than the  ideal a d  also causes  the ejector  temperature  ratio  to  be 
higher  than  the  ideal. It a l s o  has the  effect of making only one eolu- - 
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Variable-area 
(b) wine- j e t  actuated 
A u x i l k r y  ompressor 
ejector. 
(c) A d l i a r y  umrpreeeor. 
Figure 1. - Schematic diagrams of varioua cooling-air pmping methods. 
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(d) Ccuupreeeor a i r  bleed. 
Compresaar bleed-air actuated ejeotor /7 CD-2821 2822 
(e) Cmpreeaar  bhed-air  actuated ejector. 
Blgure 1. - Concluded. Bohemafic dla@?ams of parioue cooling-air pum-ping methode. 
- " . .   . .  
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600 .- 8oD 1mo 12ao 
Cooling-air Inlet temperature, Tc,3, % 
(a) Afterburner-uall tenperatwe. 
1400 
Figure 9. - Afterburner-wall temperature and cooling-air outlet temperature 
e6 a function of cooling-air inlet temperature and weight-flow ratio at 









400 k 00 
C o o l i n g - a l r  inlet temperature, To,3, 
(b) Cooling-air outlet temperature. 
Figure 3. - Cmcluded. Afterburner-xall temperature and oooling-air outlet 
temperature ae a f u n o t l a n  of cooling-air $let temperature and we - 
flow ratlo at ma-level d l t i c m e .  Exhauet-gaa temperature, 3500 R; 
flight  Maoh number, 0. 
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Cooling-air inlet temperature ratio, Tc,3/to 
Figure 4. - Coollng-alr-peeage pumping chareoterietloe at sea-level condftlone. 
































Cooling-air inlet temperature, To,3, ?R 
Figure 5. - Cooling-alr outlet pramem8 am e flmctian of oooling-air inlet taper-  
ature at  mea-level d l t l m e .  Ekhaumt-gae temperdxre, 35@ R; flight Mach 
number, 0. 
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Blgure 9. - Pumping characteristics o f  auxiliary ocanpreesar. C c r m p r e ~ ~ ~  eff lo lenoy, 85 percent. 
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Bleed ratio, p 
Figure 12. - Tlnmrb m t i o  aa a h c t i c n  of bleed ratio. Exhawb-gas tamperatwe, 3900' R .  
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1500 1600 1700 moo 1900 2000 2 100 2200 e300 
Afterburner-wall temperature, 4, ?R 
(b) EUauet-gae t e m p e r a h ,  3500' R. 
14. - r a t io  a8 a functim of afi;erburner-wall temperature far ram-pressure recovery. 
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1500 1600  1700 1800 1900 2000 2 loo 2200 2300 
Afterburam-wall temperature,  Tw, ?R 
(b) Ehhust-gaa temperature, 350O0 R. 
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(a) E&@mt-@s temperature, 3900' R. 
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1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200 2300 
Afterburner-wall  temperature, Tw, 3 
(b) Exhaust-gaa temperature, 3500' R. 
Figure 17. - Speciflc fuel cmsumptim ratio as a f'unctim of af'terburner-wall temperature for boundary- 
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(a) Exhawt-gas temperature, 39Oo0 R. 
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Figare 23. - Specific fuel cmslrmptlan r a t io  aa a b c s i m  of afterburner-vall temperature for auxiliary 
compreasms of W a s  efficlenciee at ea-level ctgditlcns. Flight Moh numbsr, 0; sxhaua-b-gaa 
tamperature, 39000 R. 
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la) Exbuet-gaae tempersture, 3sW0 R. 
NACA RM E52K26 
Afterburner-wall temperature, T, OR 
(b) Exhauat-gss temperature, 35000 R. 
Figure 25. - Specific fuel cmsumptim ratio LB a f u n o t i c a  of ai'terb-r-wall temperature for ocmpressor \ 
air-bleed -ling. 











(a) Erhast-gae temperature, 3900' R. 
Aft;erbumrer-nall temperatwe, T,, % 
(b) IbchallEt-tp.6 temperature, 3500' R. 
m e  26. - T b r u E t  r a t i o  as a f lmcthu of afierbwner-vall temperature far compreeaor bleed-air actuated 
e Jeotor. 
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Afterburner-wall temperature, T, % 
(b) m u s t - g a s  temperature, 350' R.  
Figure 27. - Specific f ie1 cmsumptim ratio a8 a functim of afterb!mmr-welltemperature for compreeeor 
bleed-air actuated ejector. 
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Flight Mach number, 4 
(b) Speolflc fuel caaumption ratio; sea-level cmditione. 
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Figure 30. - Schematic diagram of compressor bleed-air  ejector. 
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